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Abstract
This issue, Relating Systems Thinking and Design I – Practical Ad-
vances in Systemic Design, along with Issue 7:4, Relating Systems 
Thinking II – Theoretical Evolution in Systemic Design, together 
form a double special issue of FORMakademisk on the theory and 
practice of Systemic Design.

The two special issues are manifestations of a particular context. 
In 2005, one of the editors, Birger Sevaldson, initiated a research 
project on Systems Oriented Design at the Oslo School of Archi-
tecture and Design. The purpose of the project was to explore 
the contribution of systems thinking to help better cope with 
the challenges to the design profession of extreme complexity. 
Systems Oriented Design was developed as a practice and taught 
as a set of skills and tools rather than a body of theories and 
methodology. During this process of developing a new practice, 
the connection to former theories of systems thinking in design 
and to systems theories in general became apparent. To connect 
to this larger world, a wider circle of international scholars and 
designers committed to integrating systems thinking into their 
practice were engaged. This started with the likes of Harold 
Nelson and Peter Jones and soon included others such as Alex 
Ryan, Peter Coughlan and Wolfgang Jonas. The Systemic Design 
Research Network would be formed from within this circle.
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Abstract 
Society, industry and the economy are all experiencing changes 
caused by a shift from products to services. While a “problem-
solving” approach is commonly used for the development of 
products, new design approaches are needed as the primary unit 
of exchange moves from goods to services.  This research argues 
that a fundamental transformation in the design world is taking 
place, manifested in a thinking paradigm shift from problem 
solving (designing products) towards systems thinking (designing 
services). This paper draws on design literature to identify con-
cepts of systems thinking and problem solving to help understand 
core elements in the shift from product to service design. It also 
reports on a series of semi-structured interviews with design-
ers working in five design consultancies that have moved from 
product design to services design. The results show a change in 
the way designers think and approach projects when facing the 
challenges of designing services, confirming a movement from 
problem solving to systems thinking. However, systems thinking is 
not replacing problem solving but complementing it. The results 
also indicate that the growing complexity of the issues designers 
deal with influences the adoption of systems thinking in respond-
ing to service design challenges, as well as current changes in 
people’s ideas about sustainability and  society.
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Systemic Design: Two Canadian Case Studies

Abstract
Information is going everywhere. It is bleeding out of the Internet 
and out of personal computers, and it is being embedded into the 
real world. Mobile devices, networked resources, and real-time 
systems are making our interactions with information constant 
and ubiquitous. Information is becoming pervasive, and prod-
ucts and services are becoming parts of larger systems, many of 
these emergent, complex information-based ecosystems where 
participants are co-producers and where relationships between 
elements, channels and touchpoints are messy and non-linear. 
Still, by and large, within the area of informatics and information 
systems we teach management and design as if they were linear 
processes where cause and effect are easily ascertained and a 
solution readily provided. Could we try something different? How 
would that work and what results could it produce in terms of 
both learning outcomes and student satisfaction? This paper de-
tails the approach we followed and the early results we achieved 
in introducing business and informatics students to entrepreneur-
ship and innovation through a holistic approach in the 2-year 
Master in IT, Management and Innovation at Jönköping Interna-
tional Business School (JIBS), in Jönköping, Sweden.
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Abstract 
This paper introduces two novel applications of systemic design 
to facilitate a comparison of alternative methodologies that 
integrate systems thinking and design. In the first case study, 
systemic design helped the Procurement Department at the 
University of Toronto re-envision how public policy is implemented 
and how value is created in the broader university purchasing 
ecosystem. This resulted in an estimated $1.5 million in savings in 
the first year, and a rise in user retention rates from 40% to 99%. 
In the second case study, systemic design helped the clean energy 
and natural resources group within the Government of Alberta 
to design a more efficient and effective resource management 
system and shift the way that natural resource departments work 
together. This resulted in the formation of a standing systemic 
design team and contributed to the creation of an integrated 
resource management system. A comparative analysis of the 
two projects identifies a shared set of core principles for systemic 
design as well as areas of differentiation that reveal potential 
for learning across methodologies. Together, these case studies 
demonstrate the complementarity of systems thinking and design 
thinking, and show how they may be integrated to guide positive 
change within complex sociotechnical systems.
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Abstract 
This article examines the emerging application of systemic 
design methodology within government as practiced by the 
Alberta Public Service in Edmonton, Canada. A case study, from a 
practitioner’s perspective, for systemic policy design is presented 
as an innovation facing approach useful for cultural change and 
decision-support.  Lessons about applying systemic design within 
government and essential capabilities and qualities of practition-
ers are outlined. For some systemic designers, government might 
be the best place to effect systemic change especially those par-
ticularly concerned about advancing stewardship and innovation 
within the culture of government. This article is useful to public 
sector practitioners interested in applying systemic methodology 
to complex and long-term policy predicaments. 
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